
MOORE FORMULAS & MESSAGES

Greetings and welcome to Session VI - Lesson 6.

Instructions

This week we dive deeper into the practice of reading Moore than Tarot.

Please use this tool when you are decoding Moore messages and guidance from

your readings. Sometimes there are messages right in our faces that we are not

conscious of because they seem very obvious. Use this resource to get more

familiar with the linguistic side of Tarot and it’s interpretations.

Tarot Card Combination Interpretation of Cards

5 of Swords + The World Password

2 (K)nights A Weekend

1 Knight Tonight

Knight of Wands + The Devil Night full of passion or sex

The Devil + The Lovers Karmic Soulmate

Knight of Cups Night full of heavy passion or a Heart to

Heart

Knight of Coins Night of physical touch or hard work

(developmental or connective)

Or

A Night of spending money

A Night of cooking
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A night of consistency

Knight of Swords Night of pillow talk

The King of Cups Is a Bartender or Master Manipulator

The King of Wands Actor, Actress, Player, or Construction

worker

The King of Coins Chef, UPS, Fedex, USPS

The King of Swords Influencer, Writer, Blogger,

Administrator, Communications Career

9 of Cups + 7 of Cups Suffering from delusion or a hangover

Temperance + 2 of Cups + 3 of Cups Alcoholic
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Moore Court Card Messages

Use this section to help identify the Court Cards:

Gemini - Knight of Swords , Lovers

Libra - Queen of Swords , Justice

Aquarius - King of Swords , The Star

Taurus - Knight of Coins , The Empress

Virgo - Queen of Coins , The Hermit

Capricorn - King of Coins *High Vibrational* , The Devil *Low Vibrational*

*This section deviates away from the above format because Leo is ruled by the Sun

and that is the heaviest fire energy. Thus identifying the King of Wands are Leo and

not Sagittarius.

Aries - Knight of Wands, The Emperor

Leo - King of Wands , The Sun

Sagittarius - Queen of Wands , Temperance

Cancer - Knight of Cups, The Moon

Scorpio - Queen of Cups, Judgement

Pisces - King of Cups, The World
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Reading 4 Stagnation or Illness

Instructions

There is no sure way to determine what you will resonate with or expose when you

are reading energy for yourself or others, even when you ask for specific clarity.

Heaviness, illness, and death  are all likely to show themselves but it is up to us to

know when they are present and how to properly identify the energy. During class

we will go through ways of delivering the interpretation of stagnation or illness.

Element Stagnation or Illness

Coins Physical harm, injury, or disability.
Bone deficiency
Laziness or depression
Constipation

Cups Hangover
Delusion
Throwing up
Liver Issues
Heart problems

Swords Mental Illness
Reading impairment
Eyesight impairment

Staffs Extreme behavior
Impulsive or Erratic energy beyond
control
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Confirmation Cards

I. Ace of Swords = Accurate

II. The High Priestess = You already know

III. Justice = True, true or Right

IV. The Wheel of Fortune = Right on time

V. The Empress = You are very receptive

VI. The Moon = Intuition popping

VII. Judgement = Directly from Spirit

VIII. 9 of Swords + Page of Swords or Ace of Swords = Spiritually Awakening
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Counting Cards

Instructions:

Learning to use numerology and basic arithmetic can create Moore clarity during

your reading.

Counting Rules

Things you should consider before counting cards:

- The cards must 1 - 10 in Swords, Cups, Coins, or Staffs.

- The cards must be of the same element.

- Kings, Queens, Knights, and Pages are exempt from the counting rules.

- If the number 10 card is first then subtract.

- If the number is less than 10, remember you can only add numbers to create

10 for it to apply.

- If 10 is the first card, subtract

- If less than 10 is the first card, subtract

- The difference is always the heaviest energy, most important, primary

person, or the focal energy of the reading.

Example A:

Since 10 is the first number, subtract.

10 of coins 3 of coins 2 of cups

10 - 3 = 7

7 of coins is patience, investments, boredom, stagnation, and reminiscing on what

you have developed.

Orisha Sevyn’s Interpretation of Reading

A Taurus, Virgo, or Capricorn is feeling insecure due to the amount they’ve invested

without seeing a return. Either this person was stagnant or took entirely too long to
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create positive motion forward. If there was a recent dismantling of this

relationship, then there is patience required before the union can reconnect. Either

there is a need for more security, discipline, resources, monetary gain, or

experiences needed to increase the chances of a balanced union.

Example B:

3 of coins 10 of coins 2 of cups

Since 3 is the first number, you can use the number 7 (of coins) to help guide the

reading.

Orisha Sevyn’s Interpretation of Reading

Financially, if you’ve been seeking an opportunity to increase your monetary gain

then patience is required before you are able to feel secure within your Divine

Masculine and Divine Feminine energies.

OR

If you are in a third party situation, someone is being patient and thinking of ways

to further invest in the connection of their desire to fully secure and commit. There

could be some issues with someone’s self worth or with their contentment with

their career or financial situation.

OR

There is a business partnership or community that is seeking more resources or

opportunities to develop and secure the foundation. In order to come into

complete Divine Union with each other, spend more time investing in mutually

beneficial energies and experiences.
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